We present a novel approach to XML data integration which allows a biologist to select data from a large XML file repository, add it to a genome map, and produce a mapping mashup showing integrated data in map context. This approach can be used to produce contextual views of arbitrary XML data which relates to objects shown on a map. A biologist using BioXMash searches in XML tags, and is guided by XML path data availability, shown as the number of values reachable via a path, in both global, genome-wide, and local, pergene, context. Then she examines sample values in an area of interest on the map. If required, the resulting data is dumped to files, for subsequent analysis. This is a lightweight integration approach, and differs significantly from other known methods. It assumes that data integration can be performed on a lab computer with limited memory, with no database installation or programming knowledge. It is different from BioMarts which predefine possible data selections, in that arbitrary data sources related to map items can be used. BioXMash offers full textual search in XML paths, shows path statistics, and supports visual verification of data values. Repeated scanning of all XML files at query time is avoided by the use of a high level indexing technique. Our prototype demonstrates this new approach. It efficiently supports data browsing on 2 GB od data from GeneCards with an index size of 40 MB.
Introduction
Integrative biology gains new knowledge by combining existing insights from many biological subdisciplines. The process of integrative data analysis uses at least four recognised strategies [8] : data transformation, typology development, extreme case analysis, and consolidation/merging. In our domain data transformation includes modelling, programming and statistical analysis techniques which deliver data and statistics in a suitable format, or visualisations which support direct analysis. Typology development is supported by abstractions, such as promoter boxes or introns and exons. Extreme case analysis is a way of arguing a point by discussing a vivid example which best convinces the audience, as exemplified by this paper. Finally, consolidation/merging is a very important part of research which can be achieved by a combination of data transformation and visualisation. This last strategy is supported in bioinformatics by a variety of techniques, and both genome and pathway maps are of great help. However, we still do not have good tools which strongly support data consolidation and merging, and addition of new data to maps. This gap is the focus of our work, and BioXMash addresses the researcher's need to integrate data on the fly, ideally with zero programming effort.
Map mashups
1 are interactive web applications combining content from multiple sources into a new page which superimposes various types of data on a map [20, 15] . Genome data for a mashup can be served by a Distributed Annotation Server (DAS) [4] and can be shown in an Ensembl map [10] . However, DAS does not offer information integration, and is not trivial to set up. The difficulty of data integration lies in: (1) finding the relevant data type (such as a probe sequence, peptide sequence, DNA motif, or reference to another database) in a large XML schema or large XML repository, such as offered by GeneCards [24, 25] or ArrayExpress [3] ; (2) selecting a subset of schema or data that fits our map and is related to our needs; and (3) integrating this data with our chosen map, that is matching annotations and items to map positions or identifiers and displaying them in context. Currently, no tools can support visual data integration without extensive programming. We believe that such techniques are indispensable in information consolidation, and we are developing a technology that can generate them with minimum user effort. Ensembl supports a basic functionality of showing annotations on a map, see Ensembl KaryoView at www.ensembl.org, see Fig. 1 . Fischer et al. [6] visualise both probes and eQTLs (quantitative trait loci defined by gene expression) shown in karyotype context. In supporting hypertension research we regularly create mashups which add the results of micro array experiments conducted in the lab, or derived by other groups [13] , see Fig. 2 . One can enhance a genome map in several ways, by either adding new object types to the display, such as QTLs, or by adding textual annotations to the existing items, or adding colours or markers. In that way, genome or pathway maps can be enriched to support our understanding of data relationships.
Integrated views of data are required in candidate gene analysis where we focus on long QTLs and use a combination of functional genomic approaches [17, 18] . However, programmatic construction of such integrated perspectives remains beyond the reach of most biologists. The aim of our work is to create new data integration technology for lab use. Our contributions are as follows. We present a toolset which uses a new browser, VisGenome [14] , and combines it with a new XML indexing solution, to produce mashups interactively, without programming. We outline a use case for these tools, report on the index, the query execution strategy, and on system implementation.
The paper presents a use scenario and system requirements in Section 2, and follows on with a justification from the HCI perspective (Section 3). Section 4 presents the index and the queries it supports, and Section 5 focuses on the architecture and implementation details. Section 6 summarises related work and Section 7 offers a discussion and conclusions. Figure 3 shows an example use scenario. The user performs the following actions.
A Mashup Scenario and System Requirements
1. She identifies a map, for example an Ensembl map of human chromosome 21.
2. She decides which of the types of data shown on the map to enhance with additional information. For example, she decides to add Gene Ontology, www.geneontology.org, (GO) annotations for each gene.
3. Alternatively, she defines new types of data for which information will be found in XML files, for instance QTLs or some experimental results, see Fig. 2 . We assume that for each data item map coordinates are given.
4. The user identifies XML sources for integration, either on her computer, or on the web. She triggers indexing locally or remotely, or downloads an index from a web site. For example, she decides to use GeneCards [25, 24] . 5. The biologist queries for a term or a combination of terms, using regular expressions, such as "swissprot*protein" or "GO", see . This confirms that this is the data she wants to add to the map, and will later be shown, by colouring each gene with its function. The biologist also notices that there are many genes which do not have any GO annotations and may abandon this data integration attempt for that reason.
BioXMash supports searching in XML paths and shows how many values are available for each path globally, and for each gene. It also executes XML queries on demand. The use scenario is made possible by the following system functions.
1. Index creation, creating a mapping from XML to a summary data structure.
2. Efficient query execution, to support the user in finding interesting paths and verifying data values in a large XML data set. The system will execute tree projections, based on selected paths, and, indirectly, selections based on leaf values. 6. Generation of output files recording the queries, a user log, statistics, and an XML dump of the selected data.
The scenario poses several challenges. First, we need to support the user in selecting the data for a mashup. This could be delegated to an existing schema viewer, or an XML file viewer, but there are several reasons not to use such a viewer, or at least to enhance it with additional information. The schema is large, often fills in several screens, and the schema on its own does not provide enough information, as data semantics are only clear when the data values are seen. The schema does not tell us how much data is available, either. There is usually too much data to view, and it is hard to select the right files for viewing in a repository with thousands of files. In some cases the entire XML is just one file, and is too large to open. The problem of data selection is solved via visualisation and summarisation.
The second problem is the efficiency of data browsing and querying. GeneCards [24, 25] integrates data programmatically from over 100 sources and offers over 2 GB of data (April 2006), and the latest release is significantly larger. Our system must support interactive data selection without scanning all data for each query, as a biologist's computer does not normally house a robust database system or have enough RAM to support fast queries on this scale. It is clear that indexing is required, and the goal is to find a minimal index that can support these requirements.
HCI Justification for the Index
We aim to support the user in selecting data for addition to the map. When the XML document is large, it is not easy to understand such a large variety of information. Using a tree representation of XML does not produce a satisfactory outcome, as one only sees a small part of the tree at any time, say 20 to 30 paths, and the same is true for hyperbolic viewers [19] . Schema understanding is hard even for an experienced data engineer, so alternatives are called for. One could use an ontology to mediate user choice [1] , or a high level summary [27] . Since an appropriate ontology or an abstract schema is not available in most cases, we propose a simpler solution, an integration index. Recent work in HCI clearly shows that summarisation is an important tool and can make a query interface more useful and efficient [26] . This is one of the main reasons for our adoption of simple path summaries. In addition to statistics, we group paths by count and support lexical searches in paths.
Index Definitions and Queries
We propose a new type of index for this task, a data integration index which supports interactive browsing. The index provides both a high-level overview of the data, and fast query access, in order to show data values to the researcher.
The index consists of three components: a global index, a full text index to the text of all paths in the tree, and a gene-path index. To illustrate our solution, we present an XML fragment, a tree projection from GeneCards, showing a gene name and its map position.
<GENECARD_BY_FUNCTION xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="GeneCardByFunction.xsd"> <Header><GeneSymbol><SYSTEM><Symbol> 3.8-1 </Symbol></SYSTEM></GeneSymbol></Header> <GenomicLocation><Cyto><ENTREZGENE><CytoBand> 6p21.3 </CytoBand></ENTREZGENE></Cyto></GenomicLocation> </GENECARD_BY_FUNCTION> This fragment defines the location of gene 3.8-1 to be 6p21.3. It contains the following two paths p which point to the leaves containing the gene name and its location. The index, Summary = (GI, T I, GP I), consists of three relations.
GI: GLOBALINDEX lists all distinct paths p in an XML repository, and the counts of their occurrences, GI : (p, count(p)). In our example the index contains tuples (1,1) and (2,1), as each path is present once. GI allows the user to assess the statistical relevance of data reachable by a path, and to access the XML path text via path ID (here IDs are 1 and 2). If no data items can be reached by a path, the user will ignore it. If there are a lot of data, the user can verify data values. If the counts for two paths are similar, and the paths share a prefix, the paths may be parts of a larger concept, which may then be examined by a user. An extended index may additionally contain a typical value for each path, a histogram, or a data type.
TI: TEXTINDEX is a full text index to paths, based on tokenisation, T I : (p, tokens(p)).
The entry for path 1 would be (1, (GENECARD BY FUNCTION, Header, GeneSymbol, SYSTEM, Symbol)). TI allows the user to find paths of interest, and supports regular expression queries.
GPI: GENEPATHINDEX indexes the combination of paths and XML files, XMLfile, or partitions. Where the XML data consist of many small files, the index maps each path and file combination to the count of path in a file, GP I : (p, XM Lf ile, count(p)). This is based on an assumption, made in GeneCards, that each file describes one distinct object, for instance a gene, microarray probe, or a QTL. Where XML is a large monolithic file, the user may have to guide the system in how to discern parts and limit query scope.
While GI and TI summarise the XML at an overview level, GPI supports the user in examining the data in detail, and mediates access to XML files or fragments. GI supports the execution of a query producing groups of paths ordered by the number of times a path occurs, see Fig. 6 . GPI has two distinct roles. First, it shows the user the number of times a path occurs in the XML file corresponding to a map object, shown in Fig. 5 as little boxes with numbers, each box representing one of the selected paths for a gene of interest. Second, it supports queries on an XMLfile corresponding to the map object. The query is a selection of all values for a given path in the XMLfile. GI is used to locate the required files, and each file is read while the path query is being evaluated. This query runs fast enough not to require additional indexing support.
We now look at alternative strategies of joining XML with the map. The map visualisation system offers an API delivering a list of object names on the map and their positions, which can be captured for our example gene, as shown in Fig. 7 . The following join strategies are possible.
1. Hardcoded: a predefined join is made between stripped XMLfile names and map identifiers in /map/name, executed at run time. We match substring 'gene' of file name, CARD GENE.XML to values in /map/name. they are compatible with her map. Optionally, an index mapping values in /map/name to paths selected by the user can be constructed mapindex : (nameV alue, p, count(p)) to support the exploration of possible joins. Figure 8 shows the architecture of BioXMash. VisGenome [14] provides map data acquisition and visualisation, while SumGenome manages XML data. The components communicate via XML queries to execute a join between the map and the XML paths selected by the user. VisGenome provides zoomable genome maps for the human, the mouse and the rat. It downloads data from Ensembl via JDBC. The data consist of several vectors, each listing objects of a particular type (for instance gene) with coordinates and textual annotation. VisGenome shows textual annotations in a panel which is linked to the data the user mouse is positioned over. VisGenome can also add new types of objects to the map.
BioXMash Architecture and Implementation
In the experiment we used GeneCards, XMLbyFunc, Once the XML is indexed, the system supports interactive viewing of the entire data set, and performs satisfactorily. We used it for data semantics exploration in the construction of a schema matching benchmark [5] . In that exercise we compared map views generated by our software with the content of GeneCards, Swiss-Prot (expasy.org/sprot), and Ensembl. This helped us to verify our mappings.
Related Work
The challenge of user-driven query definition was first addressed by Zloof [28] . A similar approach was reported for XQuery [2] , and is implemented in some biological datamarts [16] . Recently, my Grid [22] reformulated this challenge into the user-driven construction of workflows. We have not been able to find many user studies evaluating the effectiveness of those approaches. Recently, Tanin and colleagues showed that generalised query previews should be used in some contexts to help with query formulation [26] . Such previews offer data statistics, and shorten the time of query construction if the user is new to a data source and the query task is not very precisely stated. Tanin's work has motivated the use of statistics in BioXMash.
Most of the related work in XML indexing focuses on data structures which support XPath or XQuery evaluation. Our index has a different purpose, as we do not think a biologist will pose complex queries on data they are new to and want to explore. The index is closest in spirit to DataGuides [7] , while current indexing developments like XSketch [23] have a completely different purpose, produce larger indexes, and will support complex database queries and not user-driven data integration on a database agnostic computer.
VisGenome [14] is one of many possible browsers that can be used for mashup construction. We previously reviewed a number of browsers [12] , and carried out a user study comparing Ensembl and VisGenome [13] . Further background can be found in [11] .
Discussion and Conclusions
BioXMash is a new data integration tool which collaborates with a visualisation application. It uses three simple data structures, serialised on disk, to allow a biologist to traverse XML and select the data that they want to analyse visually. We were inspired in this work by previous data integration approaches, in particular Clio [9] which offers query result previews. We have also drawn inspiration from user studies which show that data summarisation can help in data querying where the users are new to the data [26] . It is still unclear how usable our technology is, and we will investigate this aspect shortly. Our work in schema integration [5] showed that the system was helpful in identifying mappings between GeneCards and other biological data sets.
The production of a data integration index takes some time. We believe that this overhead might be absorbed by the data provider who could export such an index together with the XML schemas and data. Ideally, a web service hosted by a data provider should serve the data, and an index. This would go someway towards enabling large scale data mining, by exporting highlevel data attributes which will optimise query construction, and enable more focused queries.
We believe the index needs to be further compressed. Various forms of data integration indexes can be tested, and various compression methods tried, to minimise the size of the index, and shorten both index transmission time, and more importantly, reduce RAM requirements on the user machine, as the index is cached at query time. Our system does not directly support value queries, as a full text index would be needed for that. This is an area for future work.
We can currently show all the annotations, but are still improving user interaction and display legibility in our toolset. We do not show data histograms, but would like to test such an option.
The main shortcoming of our system is that we do not know yet what types of data summaries and summary representations will be popular with users and how effective this approach will be. Future work will have to address challenges of the correct choice of statistical functions a biologist can intuitively grasp and use, and the representation of such data.
CONCLUSION We presented BioXMash, a new system enabling direct integration of XML data in a genome map. Our prototype is based on small indexing structures which support efficient XML queries but do not index data values. The system was tested with XML from GeneCards, and mapping data from Ensembl, and performed well in interactive data analysis. We are now ready for a user study with GeneCards and other XML datasets.
